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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2014032658A2] The invention relates to an offshore foundation (4) for a monopile (1) of an offshore power plant, in particular wind power
plant or hydroelectric power plant, for securing the monopile in and on the sea bed (2) using stone, wherein the offshore foundation (4) consists
exclusively of loose, broken stones (41) which are piled up on the sea bed (2), and are in the form of a widely graded mix with stone sizes ranging
from 1 mm to 200 mm, and the piled-up stones (41) sediment conically, at least frustoconically, together, wherein the stones (41) are arranged on
the sea bed (2) at a certain point, where the monopile (1) will later be located, and are compacted, at least sedimented, exclusively under their own
weight. The invention also relates to a production method for an offshore foundation (4) for and with a monopile (1) of an offshore power plant, at
least one wind, solar or hydroelectric power plant, for securing the monopile (1) in and on the sea bed (2), the method having the following steps: -
a stone mix made up of loose and broken stones (41) in the form of a widely graded mix with stone sizes ranging from 1 mm to 200 mm is piled up,
up to the height M, at a certain point of the sea bed (2); - the piled-up stones (41) self-sediment to form a truncated cone, at least one cone; - the
monopile (1) is introduced directly into, and through, the offshore foundation (4) by ramming, drilling and/or vibration, the monopile ultimately being
introduced (h3) into the sea bed (2).
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